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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets and explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy :
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Achievements

- Cool Soundtrack
- Sweets

-Colorful art
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Fun little Puzzle Arcade game where you find yourself controlling these little toons. One of the little dudes you control is
Hate.Hate likes to push things away. The other guy is Love. He makes the little green blobs move towards him. You use this
combo to make your way across the levels to press the mighty BIG RED BUTTON. Plus for steam is you also get cards to sell or
trade. Good gaming everyone.. Good game. Lacking a few things the fact that Fev signed Marginet at the start of the season and
he is not in the squad yet leigh signed Pala last week and he is in theirs, also Andy Bostock is a centre and has played prop for
the last 2 years. #SquadUpdatePlease. Apart from that i think its a really good game much better than the 2013 version.. Its not a
long visual novel and far from perfect but the art work is solid and you will want to finish and explore it all it ws good enough
for that i ejoyed it.. I kind of wish I could give this one a middle thumb...
I did enjoy the game a lot but one thing I was quite disappointed in was how short the routes are. I wish there's be more to it,
that's all. The plot was good so I think there could definitely be more content. I liked that you can choose different options and
unlock future options with the personality you choose. The art was nice and pretty (though Rex's hair was flipped around...
which way is it?), the music was good and just overall, I had a good time playing it. And the price isn't that bad either! So I can
recommend this game to all who love some drama and vampires.. I can't say that it was anything special or unique, but it was a
good enough game to keep me entertained for a couple hours.. It's a ok movie. I really wish they make Dead Space 4 someday.
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Overpowered. The game is pretty nice, especially the story. It´s a horror-HOG, which is a nice mix. I would rather like when the
characters would talk and the speech wouldn't be written but in this game it doesn't really matter. There is not that much
talking.. The game is vastly superior than it's descendant HOI IV by a large margin in terms of AI intelligence, troop
management, and the overall difficulty it gives. Now if only the devs put the same AI intelligence in HOI IV combined with its
graphic, then my life would be much better. I prefer micro-management sooo much more!. When I started playing this game, I
didn't really think much about it, but it quickly sucked me in and scared the crap out of me. Very well done. There are a few
jumpscare but they are very well executed and it's not gimmicky.

Stairs oozes atmosphere with its gorgeous graphics and sound design, I can't recommend it highly enough.

I've also made a Let's Play video of this game if you want to see more about it. https://youtu.be/CyZk5T6NDF8. Great game.
Loads of fun and would recommend to everyone!. Noo support for xbox one controller (for windows)
only xbox 360 controllers are supported :/. ThIs kind of game will work on PC. Because What?

1. You need to be active always to protect your base
2. i might be playing some other game if your tribe needs you
3. if you're working you cant help your tribe
4. if you're outside you can't help your tribe
5. PC consumes many electricity so you need to close it sometimes which means your tribe needs you at that time
6. its a strategy game which means you need to put a lot of attention in the game which also means that you need to have access
to your computer all the time. if you dont your base will never grow, and at some point your base will get attacked continuosly
without knowing.

For someone like me who have little time to play games why do i have to play strategy games in PC when you can other clones
of it if you play it on your Phone and it consume little electricty and you can play it while resting andtaking a dump.

Thats why i recommend playing clones of this in your Phone.
its all the same anyway..

Sorry for my bad english grammar. im not a perfect person. A fun game with a wide variety of questions.
From finding out someone\u2019s favourite colour to debating politics this game will get you talking to each other.
You will also find out things you really didn't want to know or share!

Beta Patch 525:
Patch 525 is available for PC, Mac and Linux now on the beta branch. Don’t know how to access beta? Read this.

Manufacturing Preview. Apocalypse 0.1.1.4.c:

Update Overview. Update 1.321 Available Now!:
LIke our recent update, we’ve further enhanced the quality of our aircraft graphics. In addition to the Boeing 777, MD11 and
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MD80, we’ve now added the Boeing 737 Max, Airbus A320 and Boeing 747-400.

Here are a few additional improvements:

Fixed issue with small B777 radar target;
New tag color when aircraft selected;
randomized passenger loading times;
Added lightning;
Fixed camera 'spin' during crashes;
Added more realistic atmospheric mist to all scenes.

. Small update:
- Myougi's Shield bar reversed for clarity.
- Room before Twin Orcs has been made silent with ambience.
- Changed final boss circle graphic.
- Added tiny tip about reaching max jump height on flutter feather dialogue.. Another Mystical Tournament is over:
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The second wave of the Mystical Tournament has come to an end.You fought with all the strength you've got. You have shown
all your entrepreneurial skills and ability to think strategically. You won. You lost. You won again. And all this time you were
going towards your victory.The reward will not make you wait for long! Soon the winners will receive their well-earned awards.
In the meantime, you can see the full list of prizes here:

1 = all characters + all dice + 500 gold + 1 million chips
2 = 3 characters + all dice + 400 gold + 800 000 chips
3 = 2 characters + all dice + 300 gold + 600 000 chips
4 = 2 character + 1 legendary dice + 4 random element + 200 gold + 550 000 chips
5 = 2 character + 1 legendary dice + 3 random element + 190 gold + 500 000 chips
6 = 2 character + 1 legendary dice + 3 random element + 180 gold + 450 000 chips
7 = 1 character + 1 legendary dice + 3 random element + 170 gold + 400 000 chips
8 = 1 character + 1 random element + 160 gold + 350 000 chips
9 = 1 character + 1 random element + 150 gold + 300 000 chips
10= 1 character + 1 random element + 140 gold + 250 000 chips
11-20 = 1 character + 1 random element + 135 - 90 gold + 200 000 - 110 000 chips
21-40 = 4 random element + 80 - 61 gold + 80 000 - 61 000 chips
41-60 = 3 random element + 60 - 41 gold + 60 000 - 41 000 chips
61-80 = 2 random element + 40 - 21 gold + 40 000 - 21 000 chips
81-100 = 1 random element + 20 - 1 gold + 20 000 - 1 000 chips. Deluxe Edition, DLC, + Russian and German
translations!:
The Eyes of Ara patch 1.2.00 is now live, and with it comes some big developments:
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Introducing The Eyes of Ara Deluxe Edition. Penkura Patch 0.1.1.1:
For more information about the updates, progress and known bugs please join our Discord Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.1.1
--------------------------------------------------------------

BUG FIXES:

- Camera sometimes spins when interacting with focusable objects.

- Player didn't showcase proper name at the start of a new game.

- When Mission title appears on the screen user interface is unclickable till it disappears.

- Mission Update interface blocks access to other user interfaces till it disappears.

- On Load MMC and CCC may not trigger on interact.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES/ADDITIONS:

- New foliage added.

- New content added to "the natives".

- New Consumable item added.

- Two new materials items added.
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- Two new components items added.

- Two new MMC blueprints added.

- Ore and Mineral veins adjusted to new content.

- MMC and CCC blueprints adjusted to new content.

- Added security system to save / load system, if spawn error accrues (spawning player below ground or in center of map) it will
spawn player in the default position and set up entire game session around it.

- Save / Load system now checks the trigger of every interactive item. (CCC and MMC included)

- Improvemenet to global terrain material.

- Visual improvement to Karenos landscape and foliage.

- Added more visible connection between the cave system and Epsilon Base.

- Improvements to focus system fixing problems with camera rotation.

- Minor graphical improvements to MMC user interface.

- Some items didn't print correct interaction name when used.

--------------------------------------------------------------. Client Update 10/28/2017:
Today's update allows your friends to join you in their web browser & explore your arcade with you! I'm hoping to have Redux
finished by the end of December!

As always, feel free to ask me for help if you need it. The Discord is the best way to contact me & other AArcade users for a
quick response: https://discord.gg/Nshzn2q

Multiplayer Instructions:. 《Reformers Intl Ver》11月22日更新公告:

详情：2018年秋季特卖期间限时领取新魔物-风之剑/潘德拉贡！
领取地点：格尔尼卡小镇，无等级限制。
新魔物/潘德拉贡：拥有能够吸收风属性技能的能力，在吸收风属性技能后进行充能，之后释放充能获得更强大的能力！
补充：如遇到游戏无法更新的情况，请尝试鼠标右键——属性——本地文件——验证游戏完整性。
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 HV88V-J97IY-KRZ9G
 NN5KE-NWBW0-73N38
 4G6VT-N8MRV-6NVHZ
 9BA7L-PRBR7-Z2BA4
 3J88P-LCE6Q-L0QD0
预祝各位玩家们剁手愉快~
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